Folding of the 25 residue Abeta(12-36) peptide in TFE/water: temperature-dependent transition from a funneled free-energy landscape to a rugged one.
The free-energy landscape of the Alzheimer beta-amyloid peptide Abeta(12-36) in a 40% (v/v) 2,2,2-trifluoroethanol (TFE)/water solution was determined by using multicanonical molecular dynamics simulations. Simulations using this enhanced conformational sampling technique were initiated from a random unfolded polypeptide conformation. Our simulations reliably folded the peptide to the experimental NMR structure, which consists of two linked helices. The shape of the free energy landscape for folding was found to be strongly dependent on temperature: Above 325 K, the overall shape was funnel-like, with the bottom of the funnel coinciding exactly with the NMR structure. Below 325 K, on the other hand, the landscape became increasingly rugged, with the emergence of new conformational clusters connected by low free-energy pathways. Finally, our simulations reveal that water and TFE solvate the polypeptide in different ways: The hydrogen bond formation between TFE and Abeta was enhanced with decreasing temperature, while that between water and Abeta was depressed.